STABILGUARD
CHARACTERISTICS
Anti-dust consolidation surface treatment based on silicates and siloxanes in water-based dispersion, specific for the
application on paving in natural bound and stabilized aggregate.
The action of STABILGUARD develops through the saturation and consolidation of the fine fraction of the aggregates
constituting the paving, reducing the superficial detachment of dusty material.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dense liquid

Appearance
Colour

Colourless

Storage life

6 months

Specific weight

1,35 kg/l
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Cleaning tools

Water

Personal protective equipment to be used

Gloves

STORAGE
Store the product in its original container in a cool, dry place, protected from direct sunlight, at a temperature between
+5 °C and +35 °C. Protect from frost. Inadequate storage of the product may cause the loss of its characteristics.

PACKAGE

25 kg tank

CONSUMPTION

Minimum application of 100 g/m²

APPLICATION

Low-pressure airless nebulization, spray

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
STABILGUARD is applied as a curative and/or maintenance treatment of cycle paths, footpaths, rural roads, forest roads,
paths in parks and gardens, cemetery roads, sports facilities, playgrounds, car parks, golf courses, squares, archaeological sites and any other support made of natural soil or bound and stabilized aggregate, increasing its efficiency and useful
life.

METHODS OF APPLICATION
STABILGUARD must be applied by means of low-pressure airless nebulization on the surface of the paving, in a minimum quantity of 100 g/m².
The product can be used either as a curative/consolidating treatment of paving that is dusty, for example, linked to an incorrect
maturation, and also as a maintenance treatment, to be applied initially (immediately following the correct maturation of the
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paving) and therefore periodically, for the preservation of the optimum efficiency and durability of the paving itself.
Our technical staff is available to provide useful information for the best use of the product.

WARNING
Please note that the user is required to take view of the latest Product Safety Data Sheet, containing chemical-physical
and toxicological data, risk phases and other information in order to transport, use and dispose of the product and its
packaging in complete safety. It must be recalled, however, that you must not dispose of the product and its packaging in
the environment. The information contained in this technical data sheet, while referring to our best experience, is to be
considered in any case indicative and therefore the user is recommended to carry out any test necessary to verify the
suitability of product. The user is required to determine whether the product is suitable for the intended use and in any case
assumes any responsibility arising from its use.

IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS
The maintenance treatment with STABILGUARD can be applied as needed, according to the evolution of the state of the
surface of the same paving over time.
The application of STABILGUARD acts by consolidating the fine fraction of the aggregate present in the paving.
In the presence of any coarse-grained material which is linked to maturation and/or incorrect laying (such as low or excessive moisture in the mixture, inadequate compaction, non-elimination of the accumulations of only gravel fraction), it is It
is necessary to proceed with the removal of the detached or segregated material, subsequently treating the unaltered
surface immediately below.
It is however recommended to proceed with the processing of the mixture "in a workmanlike manner".

MANUFACTURER/DISTRIBUTOR
STABILGUARD is manufactured/distributed by TERRA SOLIDA, an exclusive brand of Promotec Srls.
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